PORTABLE
SOLUTIONS

Counter Drone

Deployed by Australian Department
of Defence, and numerous other
Government agencies globally

RfPatrol MKII™
RfPatrol MKII is a highly versatile drone detection device. The highly compact and
durable device provides the user with real-time awarness of nearby drone threats.
Detection: up to 4km (Low RF Environment), up to 1km (High RF Environment)
Battery Life: 10+ hrs
CE Certified: RfPatrol MKI holds CE compliance certification
NATO Stock Number: 5895661653374
RfPatrol MKIITM

DroneGun MKIII™
DroneGun MKIII is a compact, lightweight drone countermeasure designed for one
hand operation. The device provides a safe countermeasure against a wide range
of drone models, allowing for the controlled management of nefarious drones.
Effective Distance: Up to 750m
Battery Life: 1hr+ (Aggregate operational time)
Unit Weight: 2.14kg
Effective Frequency Bands: 2.4GHz ISM, 5.8GHz ISM, 433MHz, 915MHz , GNSS L2 & L1
(GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, Galileo)

DroneGun MKIIITM

RfZero™
RfZero is an omni-directional drone detection device designed for temporary or
permanent installations. RfZero is a lightweight and cost effective alternative to
the DroneSentinel system.
Detection: up to 5km (Low RF Environment), up to 1km (High RF Environment)
Unit Weight: 7.5kg
Weatherproof: designed to withstand a wide range of environmental conditions
Mounting: supports multiple mounting options, including mast and tripod
RfZeroTM

DroneSentry-X™
DroneSentry-X is a cross-vehicle compatible, automated 360o detect and defeat
device. It offers the user real-time situational awareness while moving, with the
ability to automatically counter drone threats detected by the system.
Detection: greater than 2km
Effective Disruption: greater than 300m
Mounting: clamps to standard roof racks for versatile use

DroneSentry-XTM
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RadarZero:
90° 3D radar, 4 units for 360°
detection up to 1km

DroneSentinel™ & DroneSentry™
DroneSentinel (detection only) collates the output from multiple integrated
sensors (Radar, Radio Frequency, OR and IR Camera), with a sensor fusion software
engine that compiles and analyses vast amounts of environmental data. This
information is displayed to the operator through the Complete GUI allowing for
well informed, real-time decisions about aerial threats over critical sites.

RfOne MkII:
360° RF (4 panels),
detection up to 8km

DroneSentry incorporates DroneCannon 5 Band, an RF and GNSS countermeasure
into this unified platform. The system can be deployed to cover vast areas.

DroneCannon:
Drone disruption function up to
1.5km

DroneOpt:
OR up to 1km and IR up to
380m

DroneShield Complete (GUI) is an enterprise grade software management tool. It
compiles real-time information from DroneShield detection systems with
environmental data. Zone creation enables detection and disruption to specific
sections of airspace. Users can respond to threats across a vast array of
multi-sensor sites.

DroneOpt

RadarZero

RfOne MkII

DroneCannon

DroneShield Complete (GUI)

droneshield.com
Based in Sydney Australia, UK and USA. DroneShield is a worldwide leader in drone
detection and countermeasure technologies. The Company has developed the
pre-eminent drone detection solution that protects people, organisations and critical
infrastructure from intrusion from drones. Its leadership brings world-class expertise in
engineering and physics, combined with deep experience in defence, intelligence, and
aerospace. DroneShield designs detection and countermeasure systems that use highly
specialised technology to achieve levels of precision and sensitivity that are not possible
with other methods.

Disclaimer:
DroneGun MKIII, DroneSentry-X and DroneCannon have not been authorised as required
by the federal communications commission (“FCC”). These devices are not, and may not
be, offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased, in the United States, other than to the
United States government, its agencies, and its properly delegated representatives, until
such authorization is obtained. The use of these products in the United States by other
persons or entities, including, in certain circumstances state or local government
agencies, is prohibited by federal law. Laws limiting the availability of these products to
certain types of users may apply in other jurisdictions, and any sales will be conducted
only in compliance with the applicable laws.
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